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9 february

- Introduction and activity 
presentation

- Tools we will use: Hardware 
and Software

- Drone footage: how and where 
it is possible



Introduction and activity 
presentation



Original project plan

10/2020 - Short-term joint staff training events - Italy

11/2020 - Short-term exchanges of groups of pupils - Slovenia

02/2021 - Short-term exchanges of groups of pupils - Spain

05/2021 - Short-term exchanges of groups of pupils - Turkey

10/2021 - Short-term exchanges of groups of pupils - France

04/2022 - Short-term exchanges of groups of pupils - Italy



New hypothetical plan...

02/2021 - Short-term joint staff training events - Italy - Virtual mobility

10/2021 - Short-term exchanges of groups of pupils - Slovenia

02/2022 - Short-term exchanges of groups of pupils - Spain

05/2022 - Short-term exchanges of groups of pupils - Turkey

10/2022 - Short-term exchanges of groups of pupils - France

04/2023 - Short-term exchanges of groups of pupils - Italy

we can extend the 
project until

30 september 2023



Who we are...
School and Team

IISS “Galileo Galilei” - Canicattì

www.galileicanicatti.edu.it

scuola@galileicanicatti.edu.it

http://www.galileicanicatti.edu.it
mailto:scuola@galileicanicatti.edu.it


IISS “G. Galilei”
www.galileicanicatti.edu.it



About us

Galilei is a technical and vocational institute 
situated in Canicattì, which is Agrigento’s 
province fourth-largest municipality. You will 
find Canicattì with its 35.000 inhabitants on 
the south coast of Sicily. 

We are close to "Valle dei Templi" and other 
spectacular natural and cultural heritage .

Galileo Galilei is a technical and vocational 
secondary school with about 1000 students 
and 170 teachers.

https://www.google.it/maps/place/II.SS.+Galileo+Galilei/@37.4956796,12.789533,589125m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m5!3m4!1s0x1310923f124869af:0x7abb7afe71274ae6!8m2!3d37.354811!4d13.8428036




http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G4quXz9fzK0


Serena Di Maida
Computer Science Teacher

prof.dimaidaserena@galileicanicatti.edu.it

mailto:prof.dimaidaserena@galileicanicatti.edu.it


Luisa La Morella
English Teacher

prof.lamorellaluisa@galileicanicatti.edu.it

mailto:prof.lamorellaluisa@galileicanicatti.edu.it


Salvatore 
Venturella

Support Teacher

prof.venturella@galileicanicatti.edu.it

mailto:prof.venturella@galileicanicatti.edu.it


Our partners
presentation

- France
- Slovenia
- Spain
- Turkey



What we want 
to realize 
together

… and we will have fun doing it!

A website with a space dedicated to 
each mobility, which will contain 

- a short film with the shots 
taken by the drone and all the 
other cams (including students' 
smartphones).

- a virtual tour created using 
Google Earth



Tools we will use: 
Hardware and Software



Drones
DJI Family



Our approved 
project

we plan to buy

- 360° Cam
- Drone
- Pilot License



But… something is changing

Price and EU Regulation are changing, and we will buy 2 drones with the same 
budget and you will know why when we will explain new regulations.

DJI Mavic Air 2 DJI Mavic Mini 2



360° Camera
the easiest way to make 

spectacular shots



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hz08BIDFON8


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GaGhhoQ84Ic


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5pdfO7Ssnog


Cameras
every type of camera

we can use all devices capable of 
taking a photo or recording a 
video... 

From the reflex to the smartphone



just be careful of orientation



Google Photo 
and Drive

to easely share picture and 
video

After each mobility we will share all 
the photos and videos made with 
drones, smartphones and any other 
device in a google drive folder.

And we will create an Album on 
Google Photo.

This will be the easier way to share 
our work...



Google Earth
to create virtual tours

We will create one Google Earth 
Project for each country.

And we will share these on our 
project website.



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5KtwMRedAbc


Google Site
to create a website and share 

our work



Everybody can be 
a web designer

You can find dozens of tutorials on 
youtube that explain you how to move 
on Sites in 10 minutes

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W1_xz6yDOgE


Why Google?
because...

There are a lot of tools around the 
web but we think that for our project 
Google is the best compromise 
between results and commitment.

- It’s FREE
- it’s collaborative
- it’s easy to use
- we need just a google account



Drone footage: how and 
where it is possible



Why 2 drones...

Because since 1 January 2021 we have a new EU regulation.

https://www.easa.europa.eu

https://www.easa.europa.eu


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l6xHV61jwGo








Fly zone

Before flying we 
must check the rules 
in force in a specific 
area on specific 
apps



The EASA Open Category

A1: fly over people but not over assemblies of people;

A2: fly close to people;

A3: fly far from people.







A1: fly over people but not over assemblies of people;



A2: fly close to people;



A3: fly far from people.





mavic mini 2

mavic air 2





So We need A2 license to 
fly in some condition

but only for drones >500gr



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IwoyGb-NWDs


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=StDjsvNFru0


To fly (almost) everywhere

we need a Mavic Mini 2 (250 gr)



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NMf4KI3kpZg
























10 february

- Photo and video editing
- Mobile app and professional 

editing tools
- 360° Photo and video



Photo and video 
editiing

do we need an expert?



We are not experts...

But we have tools that allow even an 
amateur (students or teachers) to 
obtain excellent quality video products.

I mounted this using a mobile app in 
my smartphone in half hour.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6FCsqVMntCE


Mobile app and 
professional 

tools
some tools



Quik

is a free app that GOPRO release on 
Play Store (Android) and App Store 
(IOS) for all smartphones and Tablet.

Very easy to use and include  tens of 
templates ready to use.

Excellent results with minimal effort.



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p8n3JxXk350


Insta 360

Insta360 cameras give us to create 
like we’ve never created. 

The Insta360 App is a creative 
powerhouse in your pocket that acts 
as your camera’s sidekick. 

Editing on your phone has never been 
easier. 



Final cut and 
Premiere

Are not Free and are professional 
video editor tools.

Not easy to use if you don’t have 
experience with these tools.

But if any of you have experience and 
want to have fun with our students ...



Filmora

Filmora represents an excellent 
compromise. 

It is in fact a tool that allows you to obtain 
very professional looking results and 
which is not very difficult to use.

You can use it for free (with filmora 
watermark) or you can buy it for 70 euros. 

Available on MacOSX/Windows and also 
for mobile devices.



iMovie

If you are part of the Apple 
world, you will surely know 
iMovie.

Even iMovie when used well 
can help us to achieve 
excellent results.



So… which?

We think that is not important which…

We can do a beautiful work also using a 
free mobile app.

After any mobility we will produce a 
short video (between 2 and 3 minutes) 
using all the shots to promote tourism in 
our special places.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L2q318dZKP0


360° photo and 
video

but don't overdo it ... they make 
your head spin



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8gt2E8ewUKE


Orbix360

We can create a virtual tour like this::

https://orbix360.com/t/h12Ucf94BHTBCobjlbA4jbDA3g72/5850580194951168/
iiss-galilei?edit=yes#

And it is possible to embed it in a web page.

https://orbix360.com/t/h12Ucf94BHTBCobjlbA4jbDA3g72/5850580194951168/iiss-galilei?edit=yes#
https://orbix360.com/t/h12Ucf94BHTBCobjlbA4jbDA3g72/5850580194951168/iiss-galilei?edit=yes#


11 february

- Website creation
- Create a virtual itinerary
- Publish and share



Website creation
Google Site



Virtual itinerary
Google Earth



Publish and 
share

Social and TwinSpace



Publish and share

- Facebook project page
- Instagram profile
- TwinSpace
- Website (Google Site)
- YouTube Channel
- Vimeo Channel


